
Along the route...

→ Look at the map and find out the main sponsors located along the route :
-
-
-
-

→ Which famous monument or place of interest corresponds to each definition ?

St Paul's Cathedral / Tower Bridge / Houses of Parliament / London Eye / Westminster Abbey / 
The River Thames / Greenwich park / The Tower of London / Buckingham palace

One of the oldest buildings in London and one of the most important 
religious centers in the country. Many Kings and Queens and famous 
people are buried or commemorated there.

The seat of British Government where the elected members propose 
and pass new laws.

Up to 3 million people visit it each year and its 111m high dome has 
become a symbol of London throughout the world.

By the 19th century, it was handling Britain's huge import and export 
trade. Now it is used mainly for pleasure boats.

Begun by William the Conqueror in 1078 as a castle and palace. Since 
then it has been expanded and used as an armoury, a zoo and a 
notorious prison. The Crown Jewels are kept in the jewels House.

It is the only Thames bridge which can be raised. The bascules open to 
let ships through.

A giant ferris wheel on the South bank of the River Thames offering the
highest public viewing point in London.

The official home of the Queen. The royal family stands on its central 
balcony at the front of the building on important occasions.

A former hunting park and one of the largest single green spaces in 
South-East London. On top of the hill, there is the Royal Observatory.

 

→ Sum up all the information provided by the Start map and Route map, using the expression 
box below :

There are... / It offers... / It is composed of... / You will go past... / ...while running along... / 

It is sponsored by... / The start is organized in... / Around the starting zone, you can visit … / 

It is surrounded by …. / The nearest tube stations are... / Competitors have access to...
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